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ABSTARCT 

Wireless means transmitting signals using radio waves as the medium instead of wires. Wireless technologies 

are used for tasks as simple as switching off the television or as complex as supplying the sales force with 

information from an automated enterprise application while in the field. Now cordless keyboards and mice, 

PDAs, pagers and digital and cellular phones have become part of our daily life. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 The inherent characteristics of wireless communications systems which make it attractive for users, are given 

below – 

                    Fig:1: Some Of The Inherent Characteristics Of Wireless Communications 
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 Mobility − A wireless communications system allows users to access information beyond their desk 

and conduct business from anywhere without having a wire connectivity. 

 Reachability − Wireless communication systems enable people to be stay connected and be 

reachable, regardless of the location they are operating from. 

 Simplicity − Wireless communication system are easy and fast to deploy in comparison of cabled 

network. Initial setup cost could be a bit high but other advantages overcome that high cost. 

 Maintainability − In a wireless system, you do not have to spend too much cost and time to maintain 

the network setup. 

 Roaming Services − Using a wireless network system, you can provide service any where any time 

including train, buses, aeroplanes etc. 

 New Services − Wireless communication systems provide various smart services like SMS and MMS. 

 

II. WIRELESS NETWORK TOPOLOGIES 

There are basically three ways to set up a wireless network − 

Point-to-point bridge 

As you know, a bridge is used to connect two networks. A point-to-point bridgeinterconnects two buildings 

having different networks. For example, a wireless LAN bridge can interface with an Ethernet network directly 

to a particular access point (as shown in the following image). 

 

                    Fig2:Point To Point Bridge 
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Point-to-multipoint bridge 

This topology is used to connect three or more LANs that may be located on different floors in a building or 

across buildings(as shown in the following image). 

 

                                             Fig3:- Mesh or ad hoc network 

Mesh or ad hoc network 

This network is an independent local area network that is not connected to a wired infrastructure and in which all 

stations are connected directly to one another(as shown in the following image). 
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III. WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES 

Wireless technologies can be classified in different ways depending on their range. Each wireless technology is 

designed to serve a specific usage segment. The requirements for each usage segment are based on a variety of 

variables, including Bandwidth needs, Distance needs and Power. 

Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN) 

This network enables you to access the Internet via a wireless wide area network (WWAN) access card and a 

PDA or laptop. 

These networks provide a very fast data speed compared with the data rates of mobile telecommunications 

technology, and their range is also extensive. Cellular and mobile networks based on CDMA and GSM are good 

examples of WWAN. 

Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) 

These networks are very similar to WWAN except their range is very limited. 

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 

This network enables you to access the Internet in localized hotspots via a wireless local area network (WLAN) 

access card and a PDA or laptop. 

It is a type of local area network that uses high-frequency radio waves rather than wires to communicate between 

nodes. 

These networks provide a very fast data speed compared with the data rates of mobile telecommunications 

technology, and their range is very limited. Wi-Fi is the most widespread and popular example of WLAN 

technology. 

Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) 

This network enables you to access the Internet and multimedia streaming services via a wireless region area 

network (WRAN). 

These networks provide a very fast data speed compared with the data rates of mobile telecommunication 

technology as well as other wireless network, and their range is also extensive. 

 

IV. ISSUES WITH WIRELESS NETWORKS 

There are following three major issues with Wireless Networks. 

 Quality of Service (QoS) − One of the primary concerns about wireless data delivery is that, unlike 

the Internet through wired services, QoS is inadequate. Lost packets and atmospheric interference are 

recurring problems of the wireless protocols. 

 Security Risk − This is another major issue with a data transfer over a wireless network. Basic 

network security mechanisms like the service set identifier (SSID) and Wireless Equivalency Privacy 

(WEP); these measures may be adequate for residences and small businesses, but they are inadequate 

for the entities that require stronger security. 
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 Reachable Range − Normally, wireless network offers a range of about 100 meters or less. Range is 

a function of antenna design and power. Now a days the range of wireless is extended to tens of miles 

so this should not be an issue any more. 

V. WIRELESS BROADBAND ACCESS (WBA) 

Broadband wireless is a technology that promises high-speed connection over the air. It uses radio waves to 

transmit and receive data directly to and from the potential users whenever they want it. Technologies such as 

3G, Wi-Fi, WiMAX and UWB work together to meet unique customer needs. 

WBA is a point-to-multipoint system which is made up of base station and subscriber equipment. Instead of 

using the physical connection between the base station and the subscriber, the base station uses an outdoor 

antenna to send and receive high-speed data and voice-to-subscriber equipment. 

WBA offers an effective, complementary solution to wireline broadband, which has become globally recognized 

by a high percentage of the population. 

Wi-Fi stands for Wireless Fidelity. Wi-Fi is based on the IEEE 802.11 family of standards and is primarily a 

local area networking (LAN) technology designed to provide in-building broadband coverage. 

WiMAX is one of the hottest broadband wireless technologies around today. WiMAX systems are expected to 

deliver broadband access services to residential and enterprise customers in an economical way. 

Loosely, WiMax is a standardized wireless version of Ethernet intended primarily as an alternative to wire 

technologies (such as Cable Modems, DSL and T1/E1 links) to provide broadband access to customer premises. 

More strictly, WiMAX is an industry trade organization formed by leading communications, component, and 

equipment companies to promote and certify compatibility and interoperability of broadband wireless access 

equipment that conforms to the IEEE 802.16 and ETSI HIPERMAN standards. 

WiMAX would operate similar to WiFi, but at higher speeds over greater distances and for a greater number of 

users. WiMAX has the ability to provide service even in areas that are difficult for wired infrastructure to reach 

and the ability to overcome the physical limitations of traditional wired infrastructure. 

WiMAX was formed in April 2001, in anticipation of the publication of the original 10-66 GHz IEEE 

802.16 specifications. WiMAX is to 802.16 as the WiFi Alliance is to 802.11. 

WiMAX is 

 Acronym for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access. 

 Based on Wireless MAN technology. 

 A wireless technology optimized for the delivery of IP centric services over a wide area. 

 A scalable wireless platform for constructing alternative and complementary broadband networks. 

 A certification that denotes interoperability of equipment built to the IEEE 802.16 or compatible 

standard. The IEEE 802.16 Working Group develops standards that address two types of usage models  

o A fixed usage model (IEEE 802.16-2004). 

o A portable usage model (IEEE 802.16e). 
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WiMAX is such an easy term that people tend to use it for the 802.16 standards and technology themselves, 

although strictly it applies only to systems that meet specific conformance criteria laid down by the WiMAX 

Forum. 

The 802.16a standard for 2-11 GHz is a wireless metropolitan area network (MAN) technology that will provide 

broadband wireless connectivity to Fixed, Portable and Nomadic devices. 

It can be used to connect 802.11 hot spots to the Internet, provide campus connectivity, and provide a wireless 

alternative to cable and DSL for last mile broadband access. 

 

WiMax Speed and Range 

WiMAX is expected to offer initially up to about 40 Mbps capacity per wireless channel for both fixed and 

portable applications, depending on the particular technical configuration chosen, enough to support hundreds of 

businesses with T-1 speed connectivity and thousands of residences with DSL speed connectivity. WiMAX can 

support voice and video as well as Internet data. 

WiMax developed to provide wireless broadband access to buildings, either in competition to existing wired 

networks or alone in currently unserved rural or thinly populated areas. It can also be used to connect WLAN 

hotspots to the Internet. WiMAX is also intended to provide broadband connectivity to mobile devices. It would 

not be as fast as in these fixed applications, but expectations are for about 15 Mbps capacity in a 3 km cell 

coverage area. 

With WiMAX, users could really cut free from today's Internet access arrangements and be able to go online at 

broadband speeds, almost wherever they like from within a MetroZone. 

WiMAX could potentially be deployed in a variety of spectrum bands: 2.3GHz, 2.5GHz, 3.5GHz, and 5.8GHz 

 

Why WiMax ? 

 WiMAX can satisfy a variety of access needs. Potential applications include extending broadband 

capabilities to bring them closer to subscribers, filling gaps in cable, DSL and T1 services, WiFi, and 

cellular backhaul, providing last-100 meter access from fibre to the curb and giving service providers 

another cost-effective option for supporting broadband services. 

 WiMAX can support very high bandwidth solutions where large spectrum deployments (i.e. >10 MHz) 

are desired using existing infrastructure keeping costs down while delivering the bandwidth needed to 

support a full range of high-value multimedia services. 

 WiMAX can help service providers meet many of the challenges they face due to increasing customer 

demands without discarding their existing infrastructure investments because it has the ability to 

seamlessly interoperate across various network types. 

 WiMAX can provide wide area coverage and quality of service capabilities for applications ranging 

from real-time delay-sensitive voice-over-IP (VoIP) to real-time streaming video and non-real-time 

downloads, ensuring that subscribers obtain the performance they expect for all types of 

communications. 
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 WiMAX, which is an IP-based wireless broadband technology, can be integrated into both wide-area 

third-generation (3G) mobile and wireless and wireline networks allowing it to become part of a seamless 

anytime, anywhere broadband access solution. 

Ultimately, WiMAX is intended to serve as the next step in the evolution of 3G mobile phones, via a potential 

combination of WiMAX and CDMA standards called 4G. 

 

WiMAX Goals 

A standard by itself is not enough to enable mass adoption. WiMAX has stepped forward to help solve barriers 

to adoption, such as interoperability and cost of deployment. WiMAX will help ignite the wireless MAN 

industry by defining and conducting interoperability testing and labeling vendor systems with a "WiMAX 

Certified™" label once testing has been completed successfully. 

WiMAX is similar to the wireless standard known as Wi-Fi, but on a much larger scale and at faster speeds. A 

nomadic version would keep WiMAX-enabled devices connected over large areas, much like today’s cell 

phones. We can compare it with Wi-Fi based on the following factors. 

 

IEEE Standards 

Wi-Fi is based on IEEE 802.11 standard whereas WiMAX is based on IEEE 802.16. However, both are IEEE 

standards. 

 

Range 

Wi-Fi typically provides local network access for a few hundred feet with the speed of up to 54 Mbps, a single 

WiMAX antenna is expected to have a range of up to 40 miles with the speed of 70 Mbps or more. As such, 

WiMAX can bring the underlying Internet connection needed to service local Wi-Fi networks. 

 

Scalability 

Wi-Fi is intended for LAN applications, users scale from one to tens with one subscriber for each CPE device. 

Fixed channel sizes (20MHz). 

WiMAX is designed to efficiently support from one to hundreds of Consumer premises equipments (CPE)s, with 

unlimited subscribers behind each CPE. Flexible channel sizes from 1.5MHz to 20MHz. 

 

Bit rate 

Wi-Fi works at 2.7 bps/Hz and can peak up to 54 Mbps in 20 MHz channel. 

WiMAX works at 5 bps/Hz and can peak up to 100 Mbps in a 20 MHz channel. 

 

Quality of Service 

Wi-Fi does not guarantee any QoS but WiMax will provide your several level of QoS. 

As such, WiMAX can bring the underlying Internet connection needed to service local Wi-Fi networks. Wi-Fi 

does not provide ubiquitous broadband while WiMAX does. 
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VI. COMPARISON TABLE 

Freature WiMax 

(802.16a) 

Wi-Fi 

(802.11b) 

Wi-Fi 

(802.11a/g) 

Primary 

Application 

Broadband Wireless 

Access 

Wireless LAN Wireless LAN 

Frequency Band Licensed/Unlicensed 

2 G to 11 GHz 

2.4 GHz ISM 2.4 GHz ISM (g) 

5 GHz U-NII (a) 

Channel 

Bandwidth 

Adjustable 

1.25 M to 20 MHz 

25 MHz 20 MHz 

Half/Full Duplex Full Half Half 

Radio Technology OFDM 

(256-channels) 

Direct Sequence 

Spread Spectrum 

OFDM 

(64-channels) 

Bandwidth 

Efficiency 

<=5 bps/Hz <=0.44 bps/Hz <=2.7 bps/Hz 

Modulation BPSK, QPSK, 

16-, 64-, 256-QAM 

QPSK BPSK, QPSK, 

16-, 64-QAM 

FEC Convolutional Code 

Reed-Solomon 

None Convolutional Code 

Encryption Mandatory- 3DES 

Optional- AES 

Optional- RC4 

(AES in 802.11i) 

Optional- RC4 

(AES in 802.11i) 

Mobility Mobile WiMax 

(802.16e) 

In development In development 

Mesh Yes Vendor 

Proprietary 

Vendor Proprietary 

Access Protocol Request/Grant CSMA/CA CSMA/CA 

 

WiMAX is a wireless broadband solution that offers a rich set of features with a lot of flexibility in terms of 

deployment options and potential service offerings. Some of the more salient features that deserve highlighting 

are as follows − 
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VII. TWO TYPE OF SERVICES 

WiMAX can provide two forms of wireless service − 

 Non-line-of-sight − service is a WiFi sort of service. Here a small antenna on your computer connects 

to the WiMAX tower. In this mode, WiMAX uses a lower frequency range -- 2 GHz to 11 GHz 

(similar to WiFi). 

 Line-of-sight − service, where a fixed dish antenna points straight at the WiMAX tower from a rooftop 

or pole. The line-of-sight connection is stronger and more stable, so it's able to send a lot of data with 

fewer errors. Line-of-sight transmissions use higher frequencies, with ranges reaching a possible 66 

GHz. 

OFDM-based Physical Layer 

The WiMAX physical layer (PHY) is based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, a scheme that offers 

good resistance to multipath, and allows WiMAX to operate in NLOS conditions. 

Very High Peak Data Rates 

WiMAX is capable of supporting very high peak data rates. In fact, the peak PHY data rate can be as high as 

74Mbps when operating using a 20MHz wide spectrum. 

More typically, using a 10MHz spectrum operating using TDD scheme with a 3:1 downlink-to-uplink ratio, the 

peak PHY data rate is about 25Mbps and 6.7Mbps for the downlink and the uplink, respectively. 

Scalable Bandwidth and Data Rate Support 

WiMAX has a scalable physical-layer architecture that allows for the data rate to scale easily with available 

channel bandwidth. 

For example, a WiMAX system may use 128, 512, or 1,048-bit FFTs (fast fourier transforms) based on whether 

the channel bandwidth is 1.25MHz, 5MHz, or 10MHz, respectively. This scaling may be done dynamically to 

support user roaming across different networks that may have different bandwidth allocations. 

 

VIII. ADAPTIVE MODULATION AND CODING (AMC) 

WiMAX supports a number of modulation and forward error correction (FEC) coding schemes and allows the 

scheme to be changed as per user and per frame basis, based on channel conditions. 

AMC is an effective mechanism to maximize throughput in a time-varying channel. 

Link-layer Retransmissions 

WiMAX supports automatic retransmission requests (ARQ) at the link layer for connections that require 

enhanced reliability. ARQ-enabled connections require each transmitted packet to be acknowledged by the 

receiver; unacknowledged packets are assumed to be lost and are retransmitted. 

Support for TDD and FDD 
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IEEE 802.16-2004 and IEEE 802.16e-2005 supports both time division duplexing and frequency division 

duplexing, as well as a half-duplex FDD, which allows for a low-cost system implementation. 

WiMAX Uses OFDM 

Mobile WiMAX uses Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDM) as a multiple-access technique, 

whereby different users can be allocated different subsets of the OFDM tones. 

Flexible and Dynamic per User Resource Allocation 

Both uplink and downlink resource allocation are controlled by a scheduler in the base station. Capacity is 

shared among multiple users on a demand basis, using a burst TDM scheme. 

Support for Advanced Antenna Techniques 

The WiMAX solution has a number of hooks built into the physical-layer design, which allows for the use of 

multiple-antenna techniques, such as beamforming, space-time coding, and spatial multiplexing. 

IX CONCLUSION 

WiMAX supports strong encryption, using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), and has a robust privacy and 

key-management protocol.The WiMAX MAC layer has a connection-oriented architecture that is designed to 

support a variety of applications, including voice and multimedia services.WiMAX system offers support for 

constant bit rate, variable bit rate, real-time, and non-real-time traffic flows, in addition to best-effort data 

traffic.WiMAX MAC is designed to support a large number of users, with multiple connections per terminal, 

each with its own QoS requirement. 

The system also offers a very flexible authentication architecture based onExtensible Authentication Protocol 

(EAP), which allows for a variety of user credentials, including username/password, digital certificates, and 

smart cards.The mobile WiMAX variant of the system has mechanisms to support secure seamless handovers for 

delay-tolerant full-mobility applications, such as VoIP. 
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